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COMMAND BOUNDARY IDENTIFIER FOR 
CONVERSATIONAL NATURAL LANGUAGE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to speech recognition 
and, more particularly, to an apparatus and method for 
identifying command boundaries from natural conversa 
tional speech. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] Natural language user interface systems includes 
systems Which permit a speaker to input commands to the 
system by saying the commands. HoWever, state-of-the-art 
conversational natural language user interface systems typi 
cally require the user to indicate the end of a command, or 
the command boundary, through some form of manual input, 
such as pausing betWeen commands or clicking a micro 
phone control button on the display. Such a requirement 
makes the user interface quite cumbersome to use and may 
result in unWanted delays. 

[0005] Therefore, a need exists for a trainable system that 
can automatically identify command boundaries in a con 
versational natural language user interface. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] An apparatus for automatically identifying com 
mand boundaries in a conversational natural language sys 
tem, in accordance With the present invention, includes a 
speech recogniZer for converting an input signal to recog 
niZed text and a boundary identi?er coupled to the speech 
recogniZer for receiving the recogniZed text and determining 
if a command is present in the recogniZed text, the boundary 
identi?er outputting the command if present in the recog 
niZed text. 

[0007] In alternate embodiments, the boundary identi?er 
may output to an application Which executes the command. 
The boundary identi?er may include an input processor for 
processing the recogniZed text. The input processor may 
process the recogniZed text by augmenting each Word in the 
recogniZed text by the words relative position With respect 
to a hypothesiZed command boundary. The boundary iden 
ti?er may further include a feature detector coupled to the 
input processor, the feature detector for determining Which 
feature functions, from a set of feature functions, are present 
in the processed recogniZed text. The boundary identi?er 
may further include a decision maker for determining if a 
command is present in the processed recogniZed text accord 
ing to a set of feature Weights corresponding to the feature 
functions in the processed recogniZed text. The decision 
maker may be coupled to the feature detector and may 
decide if the processed recogniZed text includes a command 
boundary. 

[0008] In still other embodiments, a training system for 
training the apparatus to recogniZe text and to recogniZe 
complete commands may be included. The training system 
may include an input processor for processing a collection of 
training data comprising utterances Which include complete 
commands and other than complete commands. The input 
processor may insert a token before each utterance in the 
training data. The input processor may insert a token before 
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a ?rst utterance in the recogniZed text, and after every 
command in the recogniZed text. A feature extractor may be 
included for extracting feature functions including Words 
and relative positions of the Words With respect to a hypoth 
esiZed command boundary location. The speech recogniZer 
may include a language model that has been trained using 
training data, the training data including a token inserted to 
indicate a location of a command boundary in the training 
data. The speech recogniZer may include additional base 
forms for the token. The speech recogniZer may produce the 
recogniZed text including the token. The boundary identi?er 
may declare a command boundary When there is an extended 
period of silence in the recogniZed text. 

[0009] A program storage device readable by machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
the machine to perform method steps for identifying com 
mands in recogniZed text, the method steps include inputting 
recogniZed text, processing the recogniZed text by augment 
ing Words of the recogniZed text With a position relative to 
a hypothesiZed command boundary, determining feature 
functions in the processed recogniZed text in accordance 
With a set of feature functions, deciding Whether the pro 
cessed recogniZed text With feature functions identi?ed 
includes a command, the decision being made base on 
Weighting of feature functions and if a command is included, 
outputting the command. 

[0010] In alternate embodiments, a program of instruc 
tions for training the program storage device by inputting 
training data including utterances comprising commands 
and other than commands may be included. The steps of 
placing a token before each utterance may be included. The 
step of placing a token after each command boundary 
included in the utterances may also be included. The pro 
gram of instructions for training the program storage device 
may includes the step of extracting feature functions from 
the training data. The program of instructions for training the 
program storage device may include the step of determining 
feature Weights for all feature functions. The program of 
instructions for processing the recogniZed text may include 
the step of placing a token before a ?rst utterance in the 
recogniZed text and after each command in the recogniZed 
text. The program storage device may further include a 
speech recogniZer for providing the recogniZed text. 

[0011] A method for identifying commands in natural 
conversational language includes the steps of inputting 
recogniZed text, processing the recogniZed text by augment 
ing Words of the recogniZed text With a position relative to 
a hypothesiZed command boundary, determining feature 
functions in the processed recogniZed text in accordance 
With a set of feature functions, deciding Whether the pro 
cessed recogniZed text With feature functions identi?ed 
includes a command, the decision being made base on 
Weighting of feature functions and if a command is included, 
outputting the command. 

[0012] In other methods, the step of inputting training data 
including utterances comprising commands and other than 
commands may be included. The steps of placing a token 
before each utterance of the training data may also be 
included. The method may further include the step of 
placing a token after command boundaries included in the 
utterances. The method may include the step of extracting 
feature functions from the training data. The method may 
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further includes the step of determining feature Weights for 
all feature functions. The step of placing a token before a 
?rst utterance in the recognized teXt and after each command 
in the recogniZed teXt may be included. The step of output 
ting the command to a device for executing the command 
includes a speech recogniZer for providing the recogniZed 
teXt may also be included. 

[0013] These and other objects, features and advantages of 
the present invention Will become apparent from the fol 
loWing detailed description of illustrative embodiments 
thereof, Which is to be read in connection With the accom 
panying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0014] The invention Will be described in detail in the 
folloWing description of preferred embodiments With refer 
ence to the folloWing ?gures Wherein: 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block/?oW diagram of a system/method 
of Which includes a boundary identi?er, according to the 
present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a block/?oW diagram of an application 
that uses complete commands generated by a boundary 
identi?er, according to the present invention; 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a block/?oW diagram of a boundary 
identi?er, according to the present invention; 

[0018] FIG. 4 is a block/?oW diagram of an apparatus that 
generates feature functions and feature Weights used by the 
boundary identi?er, according to the present invention; and 

[0019] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a speech recogniZer 
that generates recogniZed teXt to be used by the boundary 
identi?er, according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0020] The present invention relates to speech recognition 
and, more particularly, to an apparatus and method for 
identifying command boundaries from natural conversa 
tional speech. The present invention includes a trainable 
system Which automatically identify commands Words or 
phrases from conversational natural language. The invention 
provides a more user friendly interface Which permits a user 
to speak more naturally and continually Without manual 
indication of command boundaries. A maXimum entropy 
identi?cation model is preferably used that has all correct 
command boundaries marked. During training, a set of 
features and their Weights are iteratively selected using the 
training data. The features include Words and phrases, as 
Well as their relative positions to potential command bound 
aries of the speech. Alternate embodiments of the present 
invention include a more effective language model to used 
to generate additional useful tokens for the identi?cation 
model. 

[0021] The present invention provides an apparatus that 
can automatically identify the command boundaries in a 
conversational natural language user interface. Advanta 
geously, the present invention is trainable With additional 
data to improve performance, or With data from a neW 
domain to alloW the use of the apparatus in a neW domain. 
The present invention may also identify and separate mul 
tiple commands included in a single utterance. The present 
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invention uses minimal computational resources during 
identi?cation to alloW its use in a real-time system. 

[0022] The present invention uses statistical techniques 
both from natural language understanding and from speech 
recognition. 

[0023] Preferably by using a maXimum entropy identi? 
cation model, training data is ?rst marked With the command 
boundaries. For each command boundary, all the surround 
ing Words Within a WindoW (including Words Which are both 
to the left and to the right of the boundary) are marked to 
indicate their relative position With respect to the boundary. 
The training data Which is thus processed is then subjected 
to maXimum entropy style feature extraction, With the fea 
tures including Words and phrases, as Well as their relative 
position to the boundary. The corresponding Weights for the 
features are estimated using an iterative algorithm. During 
decoding, the test sentences are processed similarly to mark 
the relative position of each of the Words in the current 
string, With respect to a hypothesiZed location of the com 
mand boundary. When possible, Words occurring after the 
hypothesiZed location of the boundary are also marked. 
Then, the decision of Whether or not to declare the hypoth 
esiZed location as a command boundary is made by eXam 
ining the product of the Weights for the features that are 
present. 

[0024] The present invention also includes Ways to 
strengthen the maXimum entropy identi?cation model. One 
such enhancement includes using a more effective language 
model at the speech recognition stage. All the command 
boundaries in the language model training data are advan 
tageously marked With a token, and an additional set of 
baseforms for the boundary (most of the baseforms corre 
sponding to various forms of silence) are included in the 
model. With this addition, the speech recognition engine 
produces a string of teXt With additional tokens to suggest 
potential command boundaries. Other enhancements to the 
identi?cation model, such as taking advantage of eXtended 
periods of silence, are also described. 

[0025] Besides identifying the command boundary, the 
present invention may be used to recogniZe multiple com 
mands in the same sentence. This alleviates the need to 
construct and support compound commands, since sentences 
including multiple commands may be automatically decom 
posed using the same command boundary identi?cation 
process. It should be understood that the elements shoWn in 
FIGS. 1-5 may be implemented in various forms of hard 
Ware, softWare or combinations thereof. Preferably, these 
elements are implemented in softWare on one or more 

appropriately programmed general purpose digital comput 
ers having a processor and memory and input/output inter 
faces. Referring noW to the draWings in Which like numerals 
represent the same or similar elements and initially to FIG. 
1, a ?oW/block diagram is shoWn of an eXample of a system 
8 that includes a boundary identi?er, according to the present 
invention. An audio input 10 is generated by a user of system 
8, and is in the form of a spoken command issued to system 
8. For eXample, if the system is an electronic mail applica 
tion, then an eXample of a command issued by the user may 
be “check neW mail” or “shoW me the neXt message”. Audio 
input 10 is converted to recogniZed teXt 30, by a speech 
recogniZer 20. The construction of speech recogniZer 20 is 
knoWn to those skilled in the art. RecogniZed teXt 30 is an 
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input to a boundary identi?er 40, Which generates a com 
plete command 50 as output. If recognized text 30 is a 
complete command, recognized text 30 is sent as the output. 
If recogniZed text 30 is not a complete command, then no 
output is sent. For the electronic mail application, examples 
of recogniZed text that may be a complete command are 
“check neW mail” and “shoW me the next message”, and 
examples of recogniZed text that are not a complete com 
mand are “check neW”, “shoW me the” and “check neW mail 
shoW”. Complete command 50 is used by an application 60. 
Application 60 is preferably a softWare application and 
complete commands 50 may be used open the softWare 
application and otherWise interface thereWith. The present 
invention ?nds utility in many applications, for example, 
system 8 may interface With mechanical equipment or 
electronic devices. System 8 can transfer verbal commands 
or audio signals into executable signals to, for example, turn 
on/off an appliance or adjust features or functions of the 
equipment/devices. 

[0026] Referring to FIG. 2, a block/?oW diagram of an 
example of an application 60 that uses a complete command 
is shoWn. Application 60 preferably includes a natural 
language understanding system 61 and a command executor 
62. The information included in complete command 50 is 
analyZed and interpreted by natural language understanding 
system 61 to generate a formal command, and the formal 
command is executed by command executor 61. For 
example, if the complete command is “do I have any neW 
messages”, then the natural language understanding system 
may translate this into a command such as CheckNeWMes 
sage O, and submit the command to command executor 62. 

[0027] Referring to FIG. 3, a block/?oW diagram of an 
example of a boundary identi?er 40 is shoWn. Boundary 
identi?er 40 takes recogniZed text 30 as an input and 
produces complete command 50 as the output. Boundary 
identi?er 40 includes feature functions 41, feature Weights 
42, a feature detector 43, an input processor 44 and a 
decision maker 45. Boundary identi?er 40 Will noW be 
described by Way of example. Other boundary symbols may 
be used Within the scope of the invention. Given one or more 
Words that comprises recogniZed text 30, Which may be 
denoted as S, boundary identi?er 40 decides if S is a 
complete command. The decision, denoted by T is set to T=1 
if S is a complete command, and it is set to T=0 otherWise. 
If S is a complete command, recogniZed text 30 is sent as the 
output of boundary identi?er 40, Which is complete com 
mand 50. Boundary identi?er 40, therefore, is responsible 
for evaluating the conditional probability P(T|S) for both of 
the values T and selecting as the decision that T Which 
maximiZes P(T|S). 

[0028] Boundary identi?er 40 needs a model built from 
training data that can generate the values P(T|S). The present 
invention preferably generates the values P(T|S) by using a 
maximum entropy principle as described by A. Berger et al., 
“A Maximum Entropy Approach to Natural Language Pro 
cessing,” Computational Linguistics, Vol. 22, No. 1, pp. 
39-71, March 1996, incorporated herein by reference. Other 
components, such as feature detector 43, input processor 44 
and decision maker 45, as Well as feature functions 41 and 
feature Weights 42 Will be described in greater detail beloW. 

[0029] Referring to FIG. 4, a block/?oW diagram of an 
example of maximum entropy model construction is shoWn. 
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Training data 70 includes a large number of training utter 
ances relevant to the domain, corresponding to complete 
commands. From these utterances, a set of utterances are 
generated that do not correspond to complete commands, 
and these utterances are also added to training data 70. For 
every entry in this augmented set of training data, the correct 
decision (T=0 or T=1) may also be determined. For the 
electronic mail example discussed earlier, Where the utter 
ance “check neW mail” Was folloWed by “shoW me the ?rst 
message”, the folloWing entries may be made in the training 
data. 

[0030] check // T=0 

[0031] check neW // T=0 

[0032] check neW mail // T=1 

[0033] check neW mail shoW // T=0 

[0034] check neW mail shoW me // T=0 

[0035] In the last tWo entries, Words from a subsequent 
utterance have been added, namely “shoW” and “shoW me”. 
Such entries are sometimes desirable to resolve certain 
ambiguities that may arise. For example, utterances such as 
“delete”, “delete this” and “delete this one” are all complete 
commands. In these cases, although “delete” by itself may 
be a complete command, it is not so When folloWed by 
“this”, and similarly, “delete this” is not a complete com 
mand When folloWed by “one”. Hence, this “look ahead” 
step is necessary, and the number of Words to look ahead, 
also knoWn as a WindoW siZe of the look ahead step, is one 
of the parameters of the present invention. In one embodi 
ment of the invention, a WindoW siZe of tWo Words is 
provided, although other WindoW siZes may be included 
depending on the application. 

[0036] Input processor 44 processes training data 70. For 
every possible position of the command boundary, also 
knoWn as the hypothesiZed location of the command bound 
ary, input processor 44 augments each Word in the training 
set With —n if the Word is n positions to the left of the 
hypothesiZed command boundary, and With +n if the Word is 
n positions to the right of the hypothesiZed command 
boundary. After the processing by input processor 44, the 
entries in the processed training set Will look like: 

[0037] check-1 // T=0 

[0038] check-2 new-1 // T=0 

[0039] check-3 new-2 mail-1 // T=1 

[0040] check-4 neW—3 mail-2 show-1 // T=0 

[0041] check-5 new-4 mail-3 show-2 me-1 // T=0 

[0042] check-3 new-2 mail-1 shoW+1 // T=1 

[0043] check-3 new-2 mail-1 shoW+1 me+2 // T=1 

[0044] check-4 neW—3 mail-2 show-1 me+1 // T=0 

[0045] In the above example, the additional entries have 
been added to accommodate the look ahead process 
described earlier. 

[0046] Turning again to FIG. 4, input processor 44 pro 
cesses the training data 70, and the processed training data 
is used by feature extractor 46 to produce feature functions 
41. In one embodiment of this invention, feature functions 
may be of the form: 
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. lifl=T,seS (EQ.1) 
KAT, 5) = [O . otherwise 

[0047] are used, Where i is the index of the feature, With 
i=1, . . , n, and the total number if features is n. The feature 

functions include one or more Words from the processed 

training data, along With the correct decision. For example, 
consider the feature 

f(newi2 mailil), (T:1) 

[0048] This feature is used if the utterance S includes the 
Word “new” and “mail” at the ?rst and seconds positions, 
respectively, to the left of the hypothesiZed command 
boundary, for the case Where T=1. The total number of 

features, n, is a parameter of the invention, and its value 
depends on the application. Each feature function 41 
includes one or more Words With the relative positions 

augmented, along With the corresponding decision (T=0 or 
T=1). The selection of feature functions 41 from training 
data 70 processed by the input processor is knoWn in the art, 
and may be done as described in Papineni et al., “Feature 
Based Language Understanding,”EUROSPEECI-L Rhodes, 
Greece, 1997, incorporated herein by reference. 

[0049] Turning again to FIG. 4, after the feature extractor 
46 produces feature functions 41, a feature Weight calculator 
47 calculates features Weights 42, including Weight 0ti for 
feature function fit)S for all n feature functions. In one 
embodiment of the invention, to calculate feature Weights 
42, an Improved Iterative Scaling algorithm described in S. 
Della Pietra et al.,“Inducing Features of Random Fields,” 
Technical Report CMU-CS95-144, School of Computer 
Science, Carnegie Mellon University, 1995, is used and 
incorporated herein by reference. The maximum entropy 
model, as derived in A. Ratnaparkhi, “A Simple Introduction 
to Maximum Entropy Models for Natural Language Pro 
cessing,” Institute for Research in Cognitive Science, Report 
97-08, University of Pennsylvania, May 1997, incorporated 
herein by reference, for the joint distribution P(T|S) is given 
by 

[0050] Where p is normaliZation constant. 

[0051] Returning to FIG. 3, for every utterance in recog 
niZed text 30, input processor 44 augments the relative 
position of each Word in the utterance relative to a given 
hypothesiZed command boundary location, and repeats this 
augmentation for all possible command boundary locations. 
Feature detector 43 determines Which feature functions 41 
are present in a given processed utterance, and decision 
maker 45 makes the ?nal decision as to Whether or not the 
given processed utterance is a complete command. The 
decision maker ?rst calculates P(T=1|S) given by 
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_ _ P(T: 1,5) (EQ. 3) 

P(T_l|S)_P(T=l,S)+P(T=0,S) 

[0052] and the utterance S is declared as a complete 
command if and only if 

[0053] One embodiment of the present invention may be 
used to improve the performance of the invention. This 
embodiment includes using a neW token to indicate the 
beginning of the utterance. Using a token of, for example, 
“SB” to indicate the beginning of the utterance, the entries 
in the processed training set may look like the folloWing: 

[0054] SB-4 check-3 new-2 mail-1 // T=1 

[0055] SB-S check-4 new-3 mail-2 shoW—1 // T=0 

[0056] SB-4 check-3 new-2 mail-1 shoW+1 me+2 
// T=1 

[0057] SB-S check-4 new-3 mail-2 shoW—1 me+1 
// T=0 

[0058] This adds an additional step to the processing of 
input processor 44 in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. In FIG. 4, every 
utterance in training data 70 may include the SB token at the 
beginning of each utterance. In FIG. 3, the SB token may be 
inserted before the ?rst utterance, and for subsequent utter 
ances, it is preferably inserted after every declared command 
boundary. Other tokens and placements thereof are contem 
plated as Well by the present invention. 

[0059] Referring to FIG. 5, a block/?oW diagram of a 
example of another embodiment of the present invention is 
shoWn. Speech recogniZer 20 includes a language model 21 
and other components 22. In one embodiment of the present 
invention, language model 21 is enhanced so that speech 
recogniZer 20 can produce recogniZed text 30 that also 
includes a neW token, for example, SE that suggests a 
possible location for the command boundary. With this 
enhancement, speech recogniZer 20 produces recogniZed 
text 30 that includes utterances, for example, “check neW 
mail SE shoW me the ?rst message SE . . . ”. To accomplish 

this, language model 21 is preferably built using data that 
has the SE tokens inserted at the end of each complete 
command. The language model may be built using proce 
dures described in the F. Jelinek, incorporated by reference 
above. To support the neW SE tokens, acoustic baseforms for 
this token are added to speech recogniZer 20. Acoustic 
baseforms for this token, corresponding to various forms of 
silences, are added to the model. In one embodiment, the 
folloWing acoustic baseforms are used for the SE token: 

[0060] 13$ 

[0061] x 

[0062] xx 

[0063] xxx 

[0064] XAAX 

[0065] x AO M x 

[0066] x AO x 
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[0067] X AX X 

[0068] X F X 

[0069] X HH X 

[0070] X K X 

[0071] X P X 

[0072] X TD X 

[0073] Referring again to FIG. 4, training data 70 is ?rst 
subjected to speech recognizer 20 to produce the SE tokens, 
and input processor 44 generates processed data that may 
look like 

[0074] SB-S check-4 neW—3 mail-2 SE-l // T=1 

[0075] SB-6 check-5 new-4 mail-3 SE-2 show-1 // 
T=0 

[0076] SB-S check-4 neW—3 mail-2 SE-l shoW+1 
me+2 // T=1 

[0077] SB-6 check-5 new-4 mail-3 show-2 SE-l 
me+1 // T=0 

[0078] Another embodiment of the present invention uses 
any eXtended period of silence present in the utterances. 
With this embodiment, decision maker 45 in FIG. 3 may 
declare a command boundary if the condition speci?ed by 
EQ. 4 is satis?ed, or if there is an eXtended period of silence 
betWeen utterances. In one embodiment of the invention, if 
there is silence for 3 seconds or more, for eXample, decision 
maker 45 declares a command boundary. In another embodi 
ment of the invention, the user may choose the desirable 
length of the silence by means of options provided by the 
interface to system 8. 

[0079] The invention described herein for identifying the 
command boundaries may also be used to recogniZe the 
presence of multiple commands in the same utterance. A 
command boundary may be placed after each portion of the 
utterance corresponding to a complete command, thus 
decomposing the input utterance into multiple commands. 
For eXample, if the sentence “check for neW mail shoW me 
the ?rst one” is input the output could be: 

[0080] SB-S check-4 neW—3 mail-2 SE-l // T=1 

[0081] SB-7 show-6 me-S the-4 ?rst-3 one-2 
SE-l // T=1. 

[0082] Having described preferred embodiments of a 
command boundary identi?er for conversational natural 
language (Which are intended to be illustrative and not 
limiting), it is noted that modi?cations and variations can be 
made by persons skilled in the art in light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that changes may 
be made in the particular embodiments of the invention 
disclosed Which are Within the scope and spirit of the 
invention as outlined by the appended claims. Having thus 
described the invention With the details and particularity 
required by the patent laWs, What is claimed and desired 
protected by Letters Patent is set forth in the appended 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for automatically identifying command 

boundaries in a conversational natural language system, 
comprising: 
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a speech recogniZer for converting an input signal to 
recogniZed teXt; and 

a boundary identi?er coupled to the speech recogniZer for 
receiving the recogniZed teXt and determining if a 
command is present in the recogniZed teXt, the bound 
ary identi?er outputting the command if present in the 
recogniZed teXt. 

2. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, Wherein the 
boundary identi?er outputs to an application Which eXecutes 
the command. 

3. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, Wherein the 
boundary identi?er includes an input processor for process 
ing the recogniZed teXt. 

4. The apparatus as recited in claim 3, Wherein the input 
processor processes the recogniZed teXt by augmenting each 
Word in the recogniZed teXt by the words relative position 
With respect to a hypothesiZed command boundary. 

5. The apparatus as recited in claim 3, Wherein the 
boundary identi?er further comprises a feature detector 
coupled to the input processor, the feature detector for 
determining Which feature functions are present, from a set 
of feature functions, in the processed recogniZed teXt. 

6. The apparatus as recited in claim 5, Wherein the 
boundary identi?er further comprises a decision maker for 
determining if a command is present in the processed 
recogniZed teXt according to a set of feature Weights corre 
sponding to the feature functions in the processed recog 
niZed teXt. 

7. The apparatus de?ned in claim 6, Wherein the decision 
maker is coupled to the feature detector and decides if the 
processed recogniZed teXt includes a command boundary. 

8. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
a training system for training the apparatus to recogniZe teXt 
and to recogniZe complete commands. 

9. The apparatus as recited in claim 8, Wherein the training 
system includes an input processor for processing a collec 
tion of training data comprising utterances Which include 
complete commands and other than complete commands. 

10. The apparatus as recited in claim 9, Wherein the input 
processor inserts a token before each utterance in the train 
ing data. 

11. The apparatus as recited in claim 9, Wherein the input 
processor inserts a token before a ?rst utterance in the 
recogniZed teXt, and after every command in the recogniZed 
teXt. 

12. The apparatus as recited in claim 8, further comprises 
a feature eXtractor for eXtracting feature functions including 
Words and relative positions of the Words With respect to a 
hypothesiZed boundary location. 

13. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, Wherein the 
speech recogniZer includes a language model that has been 
trained using training data, the training data including a 
token inserted to indicate a location of a command boundary 
in the training data. 

14. The apparatus as recited in claim 13, Wherein the 
speech recogniZer includes additional baseforms for the 
token. 

15. The apparatus as recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
speech recogniZer produces the recogniZed teXt including 
the token. 

16. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, Wherein the 
boundary identi?er declares a command boundary When 
there is an eXtended period of silence in the recogniZed teXt. 
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17. Aprogram storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method steps for identifying commands 
in recogniZed text, the method steps comprising: 

inputting recogniZed text; 

processing the recogniZed text by augmenting Words of 
the recogniZed text With a position relative to a hypoth 
esiZed command boundary; 

determining feature functions in the processed recogniZed 
text in accordance With a set of feature functions; 

deciding Whether the processed recogniZed text With 
feature functions identi?ed includes a command, the 
decision being made base on Weighting of feature 
functions; and 

if a command is included, outputting the command. 
18. The program storage device as recited in claim 17, 

further comprises a program of instructions for training the 
program storage device by inputting training data including 
utterances comprising commands and other than commands. 

19. The program storage device as recited in claim 18, 
Wherein the program of instructions for training the program 
storage device includes the step of placing a token before 
each utterance. 

20. The program storage device as recited in claim 18, 
Wherein the program of instructions for training the program 
storage device includes the step of placing a token after each 
command boundary included in the utterances. 

21. The program storage device as recited in claim 17, 
Wherein the program of instructions for training the program 
storage device includes the step of extracting feature func 
tions from the training data. 

22. The program storage device as recited in claim 17, 
Wherein the program of instructions for training the program 
storage device includes the step of determining feature 
Weights for all feature functions. 

23. The program storage device as recited in claim 17, 
Wherein the program of instructions for processing the 
recogniZed text includes the step of placing a token before 
a ?rst utterance in the recogniZed text and after each 
command in the recogniZed text. 

24. The program storage device as recited in claim 17, 
further includes a speech recogniZer for providing the rec 
ogniZed text. 
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25. Amethod for identifying command in natural conver 
sational language comprising the steps of: 

inputting recogniZed text; 

processing the recogniZed text by augmenting Words of 
the recogniZed text With a position relative to a hypoth 
esiZed command boundary; 

determining feature functions in the processed recogniZed 
text in accordance With a set of feature functions; 

deciding Whether the processed recogniZed text With 
feature functions identi?ed includes a command, the 
decision being made base on Weighting of feature 
functions; and 

if a command is included, outputting the command. 

26. The method as recited in claim 25, further comprises 
the step of inputting training data including utterances 
comprising commands and other than commands to an input 
processor. 

27. The method as recited in claim 25, further comprises 
the step of placing a token before each utterance of the 
training data. 

28. The method as recited in claim 26, further comprises 
the step of placing a token after command boundaries 
included in the utterances. 

29. The method as recited in claim 26, further comprises 
the step of extracting feature functions from the training 
data. 

30. The method as recited in claim 26, further comprises 
the step of determining feature Weights for all feature 
functions. 

31. The method as recited in claim 26, further comprises 
the step of placing a token before a ?rst utterance in the 
recogniZed text and after each command in the recogniZed 
text. 

32. The method as recited in claim 25, further comprises 
the step of outputting the command to a device for executing 
the command includes a speech recogniZer for providing the 
recogniZed text. 


